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Even a robot programmed to
“follow the science” would
throw up his hands in
despair while reading the
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latest FDA COVID
pronouncement.

After untold numbers of
people have been given
antibody tests to determine
their COVID status, the FDA
now states:

“Today, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration issued
a safety communication
informing the public that
results from SARS-CoV-2
antibody tests should not be
used to evaluate immunity or
protection from COVID-19 at
any time, and especially after
the person received a
COVID-19 vaccination.”

Boom.

I’m imagining just a small
sample of people—perhaps
5000—marching in unison

into a hospital, saying, “We
tested positive for COVID on
an antibody test…and then
we had to isolate, and some
of us were treated with toxic
drugs…and NOW we learn
that the antibody test is
useless…”

The FDA document, dated
May 19, 2021, is titled: “FDA
In Brief: FDA Advises
Against Use of SARS-CoV-2
Antibody Test Results to
Evaluate Immunity or
Protection From COVID-19,
Including After
Vaccination”. [1] [1a]
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Vaccination”. [1] [1a]

Digging a little deeper in the
document, we have a
statement referring to the
COVID vaccine:

“The authorized vaccines for
prevention of COVID-19
induce antibodies to specific
viral protein targets; post-
vaccination antibody test
results will be negative in
individuals without a history
of previous natural infection
if the test used does not
detect the type of antibodies

induced by the vaccine.”

In other words, the FDA is
saying, “Look, the vaccine
creates specific antibodies
against the spike protein, not
the virus. If you take the
standard antibody test after
vaccination, it’ll be useless,
because the test isn’t meant
to detect antibodies against
the spike protein. It only
detects antibodies against
the virus [2].”

This raises several serious
questions. One of them is:
Since developing antibody
tests is as easy as pie, why
hasn’t the FDA developed
one that detects antibodies
against the spike protein?

And the answer to that
question is obvious. If the
FDA did develop such a test,

https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-brief-fda-advises-against-use-sars-cov-2-antibody-test-results-evaluate-immunity-or-protection
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/05/covid-here-come-the-antibody-tests-quick-easy-and-insane/
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then—in terms of
conventional vaccine theory
—it would be easy to see how
well the vaccine is working,
or not working.

And THAT is not a goal
public health officials want

to achieve. That is not a risk
worth taking. Suppose, after
testing 20,000 vaccinated
people, it turns out that only
800 have produced
antibodies against the spike
protein?

Another (unanswered)
question: Are specific
antibodies against the spike
protein, conferred by the
vaccine, sufficient to
neutralize, disable, destroy
the actual virus if it drops
down out of a cloud and tries
to infect a vaccinated
person?

Of course, as my readers
know, I’ve spent a year
demonstrating that no one
has proved the SARS-CoV-2
virus exists. However, I
make many forays into the
insane world where people
believe the virus is real; and
I show that even within that
world, the experts contradict
themselves and compound
their egregious fallacies like
rabbits spawning babies.

This latest foray shows the
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FDA is both criminal and
insane.

SOURCES:

[1]
https://www.fda.gov/news-
events/press-
announcements/fda-brief-
fda-advises-against-use-
sars-cov-2-antibody-test-
results-evaluate-immunity-
or-protection

[1a]
https://web.archive.org/web/20210519213535/https://www.fda.gov/news-
events/press-
announcements/fda-brief-
fda-advises-against-use-
sars-cov-2-antibody-test-
results-evaluate-immunity-
or-protection

[2]
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/05/covid-
here-come-the-antibody-
tests-quick-easy-and-
insane/
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collection, The Matrix
Revealed, click here.)

Jon Rappoport
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OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon
was a candidate for a US

Congressional seat in the 29th

District of California. He
maintains a consulting
practice for private clients, the
purpose of which is the
expansion of personal creative
power. Nominated for a
Pulitzer Prize, he has worked
as an investigative reporter for
30 years, writing articles on
politics, medicine, and health
for CBS Healthwatch, LA
Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern,
and other newspapers and

magazines in the US and
Europe. Jon has delivered
lectures and seminars on
global politics, health, logic,
and creative power to
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NoMoreFakeNews emails
here or his free
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emails here.

This entry was posted in Covid, FDA,
Medical Fraud, Science Fraud and
tagged antibody, testing.
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Ericka says:

“The criminal Globalists are
now checking people’s spike-
protein levels to assess if

their death-shot is
working….i.e whether people
have entered the downhill
dying spiral!”

https://t.me/TruthGiver1776/1282

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 9:13 am

Jim S Smith says:

Funny!

I can’t even get a post
to submit with MY
Telegram channel
URL in the “Website”
field!

HOW did YOU do it?
? ?

Reply

June 30, 2021 at 6:47 pm

Need A Ladder says:

I’m curious to know what
amino acids comprise this
punk rock protein, along
with their quantities and
ratios by weight.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 9:19 am

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/28/the-blockbuster-movie-called-reality-reality/
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Reply

Mann Friedman
says:

We will never find
out.
Using the “isolation
of SARS-CoV-2”
papers (2) as
examples,they seem

to be the only
definitive excuse that
a virus may have
been isolated.
Has anyone else been
able to source any
other paper on SARS-
CoV-2 isolation,
other than the Feb.
2020 Wuhan paper
and the CDC in June
2020?

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 9:24 pm

Bobby says:

Ok, but note that the Pfizer
ongoing trial states, as part
of the phase 1 study, they are
measuring:

“SARS-CoV-2 anti-S1
binding antibody levels and
anti-RBD binding antibody
levels, expressed as GMCs [
Time Frame: Through 2
years after the final dose ] As
measured at the central
laboratory”

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04368728

So, the FDA might not have
developed such a test for the
evaluation of the spike
protein antibody, but doesn’t
the above indicate that Pfizer
has a way to test it?

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 9:46 am

Alix says:June 29, 2021 at 4:28 pm
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Absolutely, Bobby.
The clinical trials use
this antibody testing
to determine the
dosage level and how
many doses are
needed. Antibodies
are the entire reason
for “needing” a
second dose. To get
EUA, however, the
studies relied on PCR
testing, for myriad
reasons, not the least
of which is how easy
it is to manipulate
PCR results.

So the antibody tests
used by
pharmaceutical
companies are good
enough for them to
say which dosage
people should get and
how many doses, but
antibody tests are not
useful for
determining IgM or
IgG responses to
SARS CoV-2….
something is very
fishy indeed. By the
way, in the COVID
shot animal studies,
it was antibody
testing that helped
narrow down which
formulation (various
sequences of mRNA)
and the dosages to try
in humans.

Furthermore, who

determined the
sensitivity and
specificity of the
antibody tests used
by Pharma to test
their COVID shots? If
this was done, what
was their “gold
standard” against
which they could
determine sensitivity
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determine sensitivity
and specificity? Were
all the vaccine
makers using an
independently
validated antibody
test, or did each one
use a proprietary
unvalidated antibody
test? No one knows.

Reply

Go says:

No such thing
as sars cov 2

Reply

June 29, 2021 at
7:53 pm

MDskeptic
says:

Commercial
anti spike
antibody
assays are
also available.

https://testdirectory.questdiagnostics.com/test/test-
detail/34499/sars-
cov-2-
antibody-igg-

spike-semi-
quantitative?
p=r&q=SARS-
CoV-
2%20Serology%20(COVID-
19)%20Antibodies%20(IgG,%20IgM),%20Immunoassay&cc=MASTER

The FDA is
admitting
they are not
confident in
the
underlying
premise of
immunogenicity
of the mRNA-
Spike
product.
Boom.

Reply

June 30, 2021 at
6:25 am
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From Elsewhere says:

Perhaps, there will be a
vaccine soon to cure the
adverse effects of the current
vaccines, for those who
survive and continue to
blindly trust the criminals
who now have the power and
authority.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 10:02 am

liz says:

I thought there is no
cure for “stupid”.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 8:08 pm

Liv4ever says:

It will be interesting to watch
as the spin doctors and fact
check posse mount up.
Damage control for the
official narrative becomes a
tangled web of deceit. Just
yesterday they were fixing a
problem, claiming the
W.H.O. did NOT reverse its
policy on child vaccination.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 10:59 am

Diane says:

Good one, Jon. Will share, of
course.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 11:05 am

Jim S Smith says:

Yeah,

“Set up a screening for
Apples, and test for the
existence of Apples, when
you should be testing for
Oranges!”

This is how all of those

June 29, 2021 at 12:00 pm
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This is how all of those
questionable “trials” and
pop-“studies” operate: They
deliberately set the “aim” a
little off (to the left or right)
of the target – and then reap
the false results – because
their “tests” were already
designed to be BASED!

Caught on to an article on
Joseph Mercola’s site,
yesterday. It seems that
Glyphosate getting into the
body, with all of its already-
known destructive health
problems, may also set up
people for even WORSE
reactions to these “vaccines”!

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/27/toxic-
legacy-how-glyphosate-
destroys-your-health.aspx

This kind of almost has me
thinking about “binary
poisons”, whereas – one
poison helps amplify the
effects of another! It makes
one wonder how much of
this “effect” was previously
known within circles? ? ?

Reply

Mann Friedman
says:

This kind of almost
has me thinking
about “binary
poisons”, whereas –
one poison helps
amplify the effects of
another!

The real Novochok!

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 9:26 pm

Ben Tucker says:

[…]

“For the first time, the new
tests can be used to estimate

June 29, 2021 at 12:18 pm

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/27/toxic-legacy-how-glyphosate-destroys-your-health.aspx
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the prevalence of circulating
variant strains in the
community, including the
variants first identified in
Kent and in India, now
known as the Alpha and
Delta variants. The tests can
also assess the long-term
immunity of an individual
and whether immunity is
vaccine-induced or is a result
of previous exposure to the
infection – information that
is invaluable in helping to
prevent the spread of
infection.”

https://www.technologynetworks.com/diagnostics/news/game-
changing-covid-19-antibody-
tests-developed-349827

Reply

Marilyn Shepherd
says:

More deranged
bullshit from the
money grubbers, as
there is no such thing
as sars2 how can
anyone create anti
bodies

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 3:53 pm

Jimmy says:

Shhhhh.
Don’t burst
Ben’s bubble.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at
6:12 pm

JJ says:

Load of crap.

Reply

June 30, 2021 at 10:45 am

stephen langley says:

Really unbelievable in a sane
world… “the whole world will
go mad.” …”insanity reigns”

June 29, 2021 at 12:50 pm
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go mad.” …”insanity reigns”
seems like an
understatement !

Reply

The Watchman says:

Good article, Jon. It is
obvious that the FDA and
CDC do not want people to
know if the vaccines are
effective or not. Joel S.
Hirschhorn had a good
article on the CDC not
following breakthrough
infections with data as well –
(
https://trialsitenews.com/reducing-
data-on-breakthrough-covid-
infections-not-in-public-
interest/ )
Another indication that they
don’t want the public to
know the ineffectiveness of
the vaccine. Will be linking
your article and Mr.
Hirschhorn’s article today as
well
@https://nothingnewunderthesun2016.com/

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 12:51 pm

Marilyn Shepherd
says:

Well it’s not a vaccine
as Jon has pointed
out over and over
again, it’s
experimental gene
therapy not even
designed to stop a
virus

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 3:54 pm

Craig says:

and, as Jon
has pointed
out, there is
no virus.

Reply

July 2, 2021 at 8:56
pm

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/29/fda-reverses-itself-rejects-covid-antibody-test-results-insanity-reigns/?replytocom=418016#respond
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Reply

Opie Poik says:

Trust the POLITICAL
science! Covert-19 is a
partisan issue!

The Pandemic Is Over
According To 57% Of
Republicans… And 4% Of
Democrats
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/pandemic-
over-according-57-
republicans-and-4-
democrats

Every predictive
programming media event
and dystopia/speculative
fiction and dumbing-down
.gov public “education”

program and divide-and-
conquer tactic has borne
fruit. Congratulations, sh*t
farmers, you’ve raised a
bumper crop.

You’re right,
Democredulicrats,
Republideplorables want to
kill you and die at the same
time, just for spite.
Greetings, Retard Nation!
Welcome aboard the
Titanically Delusional,
sailing for the Islets of
Nihilism and all other
cardinal pointlessness in
between. If the disease
actually did exist, it wouldn’t
be a question of choosing
which of the stool sample
you’re on, STUPIDS!!!

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 1:45 pm

Sm says:

We are ruled by the
reincarnated
bolshevik /Zionist
bastards of 1917
RUSSIA and Mao’s
China. We had best

July 1, 2021 at 12:24 pm
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China. We had best
fight back or die.

Reply

Dr. W! says:

The walking, talking comedy
show that America has now
become is no longer funny,
it’s not even mildly amusing.

Mr. Thunberg has done a
better act with art-tempting
his child into appearing to
have grown up. The usafda
itself is appearing yet again
as more of a fraud and death
agency than it is very much
of anything else. The list of
absurdities coming out of
that morass is too long to
even attempt to assemble
today. We can, at this time
give them one one-
thousandth of one percent of
credit for having made this
recent “Oficious
Pronouncement.” Their
preceding decisions related
to the coVid-19{84} story
however, begs to rescind that
tiny gift. Jon, I totally agree
with your ending statement
in this post. Once more, I am
inclined to repeat the
question which lays much of
the Allopathorism’s efforts to
waste. Earlier I observed a
video in which an MD said
words to the effect of: It
looks as though we are
witnessing the death of
‘medicine’ as we know it.
Even the most expert of
experts sometimes gets it
wrong, and yet that doctor is
probably on to something
which ‘right’ (as in correct.)
Here is the question.

“How can some chemical
which would make a well
person become sick possibly
help any sick person to
become well?

June 29, 2021 at 2:06 pm
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Reply

Mos Craciun says:

Very simple : it
depends of the dose !

Reply

July 1, 2021 at 3:46 pm

Sailors Delight says:

Not if, but when people start
dropping in numbers that
cannot be ” swept” under,
..WILL then Parents stop the
madness they’ve created.

Will they see their children
as humans and not
experiments for their own
satisfactions, soft, short
lived. Will they reassess,
research, read, ask MORAL
questions to the person
suggesting the jab, will they
ask the person Drawing the
poison into the syringe. How
do these people sleep at
night?

The RN’s on Twitter, Ample,
mid late 20’s-30s, hows’ my
makeup, endless selfies,
tweeting that people are SO
Dumb they think the Vaccine
isn’t safe! How dare they ask
questions, how dare they not
understand I am Godless, I
mean a Goddess, oh and I
think I may be gay, or I want
to be Gay.

I literally puke at their words

tweeted out. They are in
mass numbers. Brainwashed
to the 9’s, ready for the
killing fields to fill. This
emboldens their already
flaming Ego’s to ” do more
harm” to people, than to
actually stand back and ”
observe” first.

White coats are trained

June 29, 2021 at 2:31 pm
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assassins’, I’ve said this for
years.

95 percent have no clue what
the oath they took means, let
alone do they practice it.
Natures law isn’t within their
realm either.

I know the power with the
word NO said out loud.

it actually works, this the last
word they expect to hear.

It boggles them defenseless.

Reply

Tracy says:

I would/will never get the
vaccine. I am a healthy 51yro.
Play a lot of golf, run, spin
etc. I’m vegan. In April I got
covid from my husband who
had it first and he recovered
after two weeks.
Unfortunately I guess you
call me a long hauler. I still
struggle with fatigue
dizziness headaches and
nausea. So although I agree

with most everything you
say. I’m not sure about
saying that it doesn’t exist to
some extent. I’ve never felt
like this before. I would be
happy to discuss my
symptoms that still linger. If
you know of a solution I’m all
in. PS even with this I still
wouldn’t get that shot !

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 3:52 pm

Theo says:

“I… [p]lay a lot of
golf… I’m vegan.”

have you considered
the possibility that
maybe, for
example,…

June 29, 2021 at 4:38 pm
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example,…

* the glyphosate (a
toxic-to-humans
chemical) that is
sprayed on the golf
courses you play at
has lowered/has been
lowering your
immune system?

* a lack of
organically-
raised/sourced
protein-calories has
lowered/has been
lowering your
immune system?

The ‘illnesses’ (e.g.,
flu, pneumonia
symptoms) you and
your husband went

through can be more
readily explained by
toxic environmental
mitigation factors
employed or not
employed and life
style choices — than a
so-called unproven
‘virus’.

Plus, the non-‘virus’ -
based questions get
to the heart of each
individual’s ailments
more quickly and
accurately.

Reply

Laura says:

” * a lack of
organically-
raised/sourced
protein-
calories has
lowered/has
been lowering
your immune
system? ” ??

Please stop
that anti-

July 2, 2021 at 2:33
am
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that anti-
vegan
nonsense; our
protein
sources are
better than
yours. No
TMAO for one
(https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-
healthy/red-
meat-tmao-

and-your-
heart), and no
animal
vaccines
either, which
are regularly
pumped into
“organic grass
fed” slaughter
victims, same
as the others.
From an pro-
organic meat
article:
“The majority
of animal
vaccines are
laced with
mercury,
aluminum,
live viruses,
formaldehyde,
propylene
glycol, MSG,
sodium
benzoate and
other toxic
components.
These
ingredients
are still
present
within their
meat upon
human
consumption.
This has to be
considered a
serious health
threat.”

And there are
other pluses
for plant

https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/red-meat-tmao-and-your-heart
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for plant
proteins over
animal.

I too am
vegan and not
been sick one
day in this
Year of the
‘Rona Terror
and have
never been
“locked
down” or
worn a mask
except when
forced to. So
my immune
system is
doing just fine
on plant
proteins.

If you get sick
I’d bet you’ll
never blame
your animal
derived
“protein
sources.”
Jeez.

Reply

Yvette says:

Do you follow Dr
Larry Palevsky?
Great info. Long
covid might be from
spike proteins.
Ivermectin could be
useful as well as
white pine needle tea.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 4:53 pm

Sm says:

As dr P has
said, “the
virus didn’t
bring us the
toxcine, the
toxcine

July 1, 2021 at
12:46 pm
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brought us
the virus. ”
the word
‘toxcine ‘ is
my
description,
not his.

Reply

Go says:

Doesnt matter how
sick you were. Has
nothing to do with A
VIRUS!!!

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 7:57 pm

Alan says:

There is no scientific
proof that anyone’s
sickness has been
caused by this alleged
virus. You don’t have
the proof. No one has
the proof. The PCR
test is fraudulent and
not an acceptable
standard. Swallow
this fact and you will

see that there is no
other proof.

BTW, if you can show
the proof, there is 1.5
million euro for your
taking, in Samuel
Eckert’s bounty
(Isolate Truth Fund).

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 9:05 pm

R Anand says:

There are herbal
cures to the
symptoms you
describe (which are
not of a fake ‘cvid’
from a techno-
fabricated ‘virus’).

June 30, 2021 at 11:55 am
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For dizziness,
headaches etc, I
would recommend
daily intake of
organic honey, and
frequent taking of
basil leaves tea and
fresh fruit juices.

Reply

Roundball Shaman says:

How this whole thing
works…

Some big-deal group under
the false color of authority
says, “Do this!”

Then later, they say… “You
don’t have to do ‘this’”.
Next, they say… “Do THAT.”

Then, they say… “DON’T do
‘That’”.

Then they say… “Everyone
must (fill in the blank).”

And later… “You don’t have
to (fill in the blank)
anymore.”

Doesn’t this all sound like an
elaborate game of Simon
Says?

Simon says… Wear a mask!

Simon says… Give me your
bare arm!

Simon says… Keep your
distance!

Simon says… You don’t need
to wear a mask!

Simon says… Give me your
OTHER arm!

Put your mask back on!
Sucker! No dummy, take it
off! I didn’t say SIMON
SAYS!

Simon ‘says’… and We… DO.

June 29, 2021 at 4:56 pm
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Simon ‘says’… and We… DO.
Those ARE the rules, aren’t
they? And we all want to be
good Players, right?

Come on Simon, tell me what
to do! PLEASE! This is the
ONLY GAME I KNOW!

Reply

Penny says:

That FDA notice is dated
May 19th. This shoud be
posted out side of every test
still taking place today. This
should have shut down all
testing. Did they see the
lawsuits coming? Is this their
attempt to say well we
warned the public about
them?

The (now) known worldwide
— Attorney Reiner Fuellmich
— is in Germany suing for
crimes against humanity and
focusing on the pcr “test”.

No doubt the global
predators responsible for this
fraud are frightened of these
lawsuits because as the test is
proven to be worthless -as it
was in a Portugal court -
word will keep spreading and
even reach their biggest
audience- the sheeple- and
more and more questions
will keep bubbling up about
the entire list of claims-
starting with the initial claim
of a contagion.

How many tens of billions
have been made selling this
“test”? Have they recalled the
test yet? Victims need to be
compensated-from 1,000.00
per test taken by the average
employee-sometimes weekly-
to millions plus lifetime care
awarded from botched
suicides as a result of testing

June 29, 2021 at 5:05 pm
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“positive” and forcibly
quarantined and/or worse.
These lawsuits have only just
begun.

Virology expert Stephan
Lanka exposed the test:

“Professor Christian Drosten
from the Charité in Berlin…
started development of a test
process for the SARS-virus
before it was clear and could
be clear whether the report
from China about SARS was
true and proven, and above
all before the Chinese
virologists published their
results.
…virologists from the
Chinese epidemic authority
(CCDC) published their
results on Jan 24, 2020.

On Jan 21, 2020 (3 days
before the first publication
by the CCDC!)

WHO recommended that all
nations apply the testing
method developed by
Professor Drosten.
Professor Drosten triggered
and caused the growth and
globalisation of the Chinese
epidemic panic, with the
claim that he had developed
a reliable test process for the
rapidly spreading virus in
China, by not observing the
clearly prescribed rules of
scientific work, and by
violating the laws of logic
and the logic of virology,

which are an integral part of
his employment contract.” *

*
https://yummy.doctor/blog/misinterpretation-
virus-ii-2-by-dr-stefan-
lanka-beginning-and-end-of-
the-corona-crisis/

Reply
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H. Skip Robinson says:

The question is how do we
prosecute the lying, stealing
sons a bitches. Haven’t use
that phrase in awhile. Lol

We need to set up an elected
council, but not really
elected; appointed. If you
want to get on the council,
you must get 10 of some
agreed upon number of
people to sponsor you via an
representative affidavit. I’ve
been working on the system
for a while, just waiting for
the right situation. And if
you don’t represent them,
the representatives can pull
their sponsorship at any
time. I’ve laid it out on my
blog/website. I have some
ideas about how to get them
prosecuted as well.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 6:25 pm

Alan says:

The starting point is a
police which is not

controlled by the
establishment. Which
brings us to the
“militia” as
mentioned by the
Second Amendment
in the United States
Constitution.

Reply

June 29, 2021 at 9:09 pm

Tim_2A says:

I’ve been
saying that
for quite a
while.

It requires a
SERIOUS
COMMITMENT,
and an

June 30, 2021 at
1:13 am
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and an
understanding
of the facts
regarding:

Jefferson’s
“Tree of
Liberty,”

Wherein:

My blood may
become
the Tree’s
nourishment,
and maybe
yours will,
too.

If there’s a
healthy
amount of
TYRANT’S

BLOOD*,
as well,
so much the
better.

*Preferably,
an
overwhelming
majority.
______

As Benjamin
Franklin said,
regarding any
reluctance to
“Join, Or
Die,”

“We must all
hang
together, or
we will all
hang
separately.”
______

That’s
essentially
the definition
of
the price of
Liberty.

Reply
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Reply

Barbara Sans says:

It will be interesting to see if
the MRHA and THE EMA in
Europe will follow suit. Matt
Hancock the disgraced ex
Health Secretary who was
caught with his pants down,
made quite a bit of dosh

pushing these tests, along
with his mates getting
contracts from him to
produce the tests. I’m
amazed, as the truth slowly
emerges they are still being
pushed along with the vac’s.
When is this Insanity going
to end and these Criminals
brought to justice?

Reply

June 30, 2021 at 1:33 am

gavin says:

i was under the impression
that the vaccines created
antibodies and that the
lateral flow test would detect
these giving a false positive,
at least your body would
produce antibodies for a
period of time but not
forever. I also do wonder if it
is possible the pcr test is
producing false positives on
people who have had the
vaccines as the pcr might
detect the spike protein. But
that is all assuming that the
shots actually do anything
except make people ill

Reply

June 30, 2021 at 3:30 am

Larry C says:

Gavin, the PCR test
was hailed as ” one of
the most important
discoveries of the
20th century.”
Chemist Kary Mullis

June 30, 2021 at 4:38 pm
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Chemist Kary Mullis
won a Nobel Prize for
creating the PCR.

Mullis clearly
declared that his PCR
test DID NOT WORK
when testing for the
COVID-19 virus…
and yet the PCR has
become the Gold
Standard when
testing for COVID-
19…the vast majority
of testing being done
uses the PCR.

As for producing false
positives, The New
York Times declared
back in August, 2020,
that the actual
numbers of COVID-
19 cases had likely
been conflated by as
much as 90%.

Reply

DarkStalker says:

Did you read the anti-vaccine
passport bills? They’re death
clean up bills. Heres Texas’s
version of the same.

https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/87R/billtext/pdf/SB00968F.pdf#navpanes=0

Reply

June 30, 2021 at 12:29 pm

Jim S Smith says:

WOW!

Seems to me that
several of the areas
amended/changed in
the “Act” have the
effect of
BROADENING the
applicability of this
“act”! – This looks
like another sneaky
way for “more
tyranny-creep”!

June 30, 2021 at 4:31 pm
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Just goes to show
that – you really can
NOT trust ANYONE
in “authority”!

Reply

ak in vt says:

Another probable cause of
“covid” illness: Graphene
oxide.

Hello everyone

It’s been awhile, though I
have been following. Came
across this the other day —
maybe someone has already
discussed.

Apparently, graphene is
being used in the SHOTs, It
is also found in the swabs
and masks — remember the
little “worm-like” things,
remember the Canadian
children wearing face masks
that had graphene in them
and some getting ill
especially in the lungs. Well,
here we go again.

Graphene is being put into:

1. “covid” shots
2. flu shots — apparently has
been for short while

Graphene is being lauded as
something fantastic for the
delivery of vaccines.

However, graphene
inhalation can lead to many
of the “covid” illness
symptoms. So, we have
another thing to add to
“covid” causes.

Here’s a link from a Spanish
group:

https://www.orwell.city/2021/06/dr-
jose-luis-sevillano-
graphene.html?m=1

June 30, 2021 at 12:54 pm
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graphene.html?m=1

Certainly worth a read. There
is a video, too, in espanol
with English subtitles.

As always, regards in Christ

AK in VT

Reply

Jim S Smith says:

I thought Graphene
was also considered
VERY carcinogenic
too?

Reply

June 30, 2021 at 4:32 pm

Mark Thompson says:

As of 2pm (eastern time),
June 30, 2021, the
referenced FDA document is
gone from the FDA website.

Reply

June 30, 2021 at 2:03 pm

Jim S Smith says:

All those weird “magnetic”
injection sites?

Graphene “enhanced”?

1]
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780081021545000059

2]
https://scitechdaily.com/a-
new-kind-of-magnetism-
formed-by-magnetic-
graphene-could-reveal-
secrets-of-
superconductivity/

3]
https://www.livescience.com/graphene-
hides-rare-magnetism.html

4]
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/02/210208114309.htm

5]
https://phys.org/news/2019-

June 30, 2021 at 4:48 pm
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https://phys.org/news/2019-
12-magnetism-
graphene.html

* * *

I was beginning to have my
doubts about “magnetic
vaccines”. Then, coming
across these references from
“respected scientific”
publications – really started

to make me think –
especially along the lines of
the Bio-Technology being
pushed upon humanity – all
in what is trying to become
the “post-human”/trans-
human age of technology!

Now,

This entire situation gets far
more “Twilight Zonish”, the
MORE we are able to learn
about what’s in store for ALL
of us!

– Jim S.

Reply

Jim S Smith says:

KA-BOOM!

Perhaps one of the biggest
reasons why the various
“health authorities” and their
financial-backers are
pushing to FORCE-INJECT
everyone with these
genetic-modification-
capable “vaccines”:

https://www.orwell.city/2021/06/dr-
chinda-brandolino-patented-
DNA.html

As some of us, from years
back, have warned and
pleaded with everyone we
knew – to BEWARE OF THE
LOOSE
INTERPRETATIONS OF
INTELLECTUAL

June 30, 2021 at 7:17 pm
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PROPERTY RIGHTS LAWS,
and what results humanity
can expect to reap – IF these
“mad scientists” were to ever
have their way!

The most profound
argument that must be mad
– for the sake of all
humanity: Is to avoid at all
costs, ANY attempt to
slip ANY genetic-
modification-capable
substances into OUR
bodies!

THIS basis of argument
MUST be made loud and
clear. We do NOT consent to
the unlawful and uninformed
transfer of ownership of our
bodies and future to
ANYONE, regardless of
whatever “mandates” and/or
other political or legalistic
excuse for “laws”, policies,
regulations that may be
promulgated under the
falsehood of “public safety
and health”, in which the
current legal framework
under the IP (“Intellectual
Property”) laws on the books
– and as ruled by the
SCOTUS – that “genetic
modifications (read:
“genetically-modified
RNA/DNA”) CAN be
patented under law“!

– Jim S.

Reply

LEONIE says:

The Cov.Plan / Rockefeller
Lockstep 2010

They hypothesize a
simulated global outbreak
required steps, various
phases, overall timelines,
and expected outcomes. This
was posited in the
Rockefeller Lockstep 2010:

July 1, 2021 at 3:46 am
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Rockefeller Lockstep 2010:

• Create a very contagious
but super low mortality rate
virus to fit the needed plan.
Using SARS, HIV, Hybrid
Research Strain created at
Fort Dietrich Class 4 lab
from 2008 to 2013 as part of
a research project to find out
why corona viruses spread
like wildfire in bats but have
an extremely hard time
infecting humans. To
counteract that, they added 4
HIV inserts into the virus.
The missing key to infect the
human is the Ace-2-
Receptor.
• Create a weaponized
version of the virus with a
much higher mortality rate
as a backup plan. Ready to be
released in Phase 3, but only
if needed. SARS, HIV,
MERS, Weaponized Tribit
Strain created at Fort
Dietrich Class 4 lab in 2015.
• Transport the Research
Strain to different Class 4
lab, the National
Microbiology Lab in
Winnipeg Canada, and have

it “stolen and smuggled out
by China”, Xi Jang Lee, on
purpose and taken to China’s
only Class 4 lab which is
Wuhan Institute of Virology
in Wuhan China. For added
plausible deniability and to
help cement the wanted
backup public script as
something to fall back on if
needed. The primary script
being its natural. Backup
script being that China
created it and released it by
accident.
• Fund all the talking heads:
Fauci, Birx, Tedros and
agencies, World Health
Organization, NIAID, the
CDC and also the UN, that
would be involved with
pandemic response prior to
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pandemic response prior to
the planned release of the
Research Strain to control
the wanted script throughout
the operation.
• Create and fund the
vaccination development and
roll out plan so it’s capable of
being rolled out on a global
scale. Gates: A Decade of
Vaccines and the Global
Action Vaccine action plan,
2010 to 2020.

[…]

And that is your New World
Order: technology on
steroids where you have no
option but to comply. And if
anyone thinks that this isn’t
true, then go and check out
some parts of China because

they’ve already started some
of the crypto currencies
system in place in certain
areas.

So, this is the outline of their
plan. And what we have to
stop by outing it in as many
places as possible.

Excerpt from Thomas
Williams THI Special Exposé
Part 2:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h9HbrZWb4rY

Originally found about half
into the episode:

https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881/thi-
special-expose-show-part-2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vEM6NLzg8Rw

Reply

Sm says:

I have absolutely NO
doubt you speak
truth!!

July 1, 2021 at 12:50 pm
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